About Oakland International Airport

Oakland International Airport (OAK) is a smaller airport with easier TSA experiences that is great for a variety of domestic flights as well as some international flight options. Many UCB students chose this airport for the close location, and its’ easy accessibility through public transit.

Public Transit Directions

1. Get to Downtown Berkeley BART
   - Bus there using Student EasyPass
   - Walk from your current location

2. Take the Warm Springs/Fremont (orange) line to Coliseum Station.

3. From there, go up the escalator by following the signs with arrows and an airplane.

4. Take the BART to OAK shuttle train.
5. One final stop, and walk to your terminal

Total One-Way Cost:
$8.80 with Student EasyPass/Clipper Card

* The purple line drawn represents the public transit directions on the BART System Map. Note that individuals must get off at coliseum, and go upstairs (Platform 3) to catch the train to (OAK).